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Background 

Rapidly expanding data availability in a variety of industries is bringing unprecedented 

opportunities. The area of transportation is a great representative to meet big data and a pioneer 

with emerging innovations. Spatio-temporal passenger information, real-time vehicle/fleet 

tracking, location and navigation, as well as routing and scheduling are generated nonstop in 

this era of big data through the widespread use of information and communication technologies. 

This renders the pursuit of innovation or even revolution, with new transportation services with 

better planning and more efficient operations. With these opportunities come challenges: First, 

we must infer critical information and insights from enormous datasets; second, we must 

analyze the complex systems described by the big data and provide decision-making tools for 

design and operations to address complex structures, inherent stochasticity, and large scales. 

 

Related Research 

I am broadly interested in methodologies to address these challenges. The prevalent theme of 

my research is the design and operation of complex systems using advanced methodologies in 

data-driven modelling, computational algorithms, operations research, machine learning, 

managerial economics, and analytics and statistics. The specific methodologies I use include 

(1) large-scale data analytics, (2) integer and network optimization, (3) deep learning and 

neural networks, (4) high-dimensional statistical inference, (5) queueing theory and simulation, 

and (6) pricing and incentives design. 

In terms of application contexts, I am interested in problems in diverse areas, including on-

demand shared mobility, last-mile transportation, urban delivery logistics, maritime and port 

systems, and rail and metro systems. I am also interested in operations research methodologies 

applied in theoretical information inference problems. Recently I have also initiated and 

explored other applications in healthcare and e-commerce. Figure 1 illustrates the 

methodologies I use in my research and relevant application contexts. Figure 2 is a word cloud 

of my research interests. 
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Figure 1: Research Methodologies and Application Contexts 

 

Figure 2: Word Cloud of Research Interests 
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I am bringing various big data methodologies (in a generic definition) into the field of 

transportation. Examples of innovative research are list as follows and detailed publications 

can be find in my resume.  

1. Advanced queueing model for on-demand last-mile transportation system 

evaluation with general design guideline. Wang and Odoni (2014) 

2. Large-scale integer optimization and efficient algorithms for fleet routing and 

scheduling in flexible bus system. Wang (2016) 

3. Econometrical two-sided market model for demand and supply interactions in 

shared transportation system. Bai et al. (2016), Yang et al. (2019) 

4. Large-scale optimization with machine learning for express metropolitan metro 

service design and operation. Wang, Jin and Yang (2018, 2019) 

5. Adaptive target-based optimization for passenger-driver matching framework in 

ride-sharing platform considering multiple objectives. Lyu et al. (2018a, 2018b) 

6. Network optimization under uncertainty for navigation and relocation guidance 

system for autonomous vehicle fleet. Wang and Wang (2018) 

7. Column-generation based large-scale optimization for feeder vessel system routing 

and synchronization in hub and regional ports. Jin, Meng and Wang (2018) 

8. Branch-cut-price integer program for urban logistic delivery optimization 

considering city congestion. Li, Lau and Wang (2018) 

 

Research Plan on the Workshop  

With the rapid advancement of internet technology and the advent of mobile phone applications, 

emerging on-demand shared transportation systems dynamically configure portions of the 

transportation service network to meet mobility demands in real time. As pioneers in the 

sharing economy, Uber, Grab, and Didi provide innovative on-demand transportation service 

to satisfy dynamic travel demands, thereby offering commuters unprecedented access to 

personalized urban mobility at attractive price points. With strong collaborations with a leading 

industry player, Didi Chuxing, we study the design and operational challenges in the on-

demand shared transportation platform from diverse perspectives, with the aim of providing 

better transportation and mobility services. 

In the workshop, my research plan is to study a topic on the synergies and interactions between 

conventional transportation systems and these emerging innovative sharing transportations. In 

particular, how the ride-sharing platform service, possibly using autonomous driverless fleet, 

can interact with traditional taxi service as well as public transportation service including buses 

and metros. In general, an advanced model with multi-layer multi-mode transportation 

networks is anticipated to address these problems.  
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The complicated and endogenous intrinsic relations between passenger demand and service 

supply for different services modes should be considered, as well as the information reveal and 

sharing’s impacts on the behaviours of different stakeholders. The competitions, collaborations, 

substitutions, and complements among innovative and legacy transportation services are 

critical and important, which should be incorporated in the general framework. 

 

Share Workshop Outcomes  

I am very active in several academic communities with interdisciplinary interactions, including 

Transportation Research Board (TRB), Transportation Science and Logistics Society (TSL), 

Institute for Operations Research and Management Science (INFORMS), and America 

Economics Association (AEA). I am also serving as the Guest Editor for Special Issue on 

Innovative Shared Transportation in journal Transportation Research Part B. It would be great 

for me to share the experience, gains and outcomes, as well as research outputs with fellows 

and colleagues in these different communities, which will in turn generate feedback and 

comments from diverse perspectives, and inspires more communications with great ideas.  

 

Future Goals 

In the future—at least for next five years—I will continue to focus on the optimization and 

stochastic analysis of complex systems in urban, transportation, and logistics contexts. I will 

particularly focus on the design and operations of emerging innovative on-demand sharing 

service, which play important and innovative roles in sharing economic contexts in the era of 

big data. This area also offers fantastic opportunities to develop advanced methodologies, 

which is a step toward strengthening my ability to apply similar technical skills in other real-

world contexts. 

In the long run, I see myself as a researcher with a solid understanding of methodologies in 

operations research, managerial economics, and machine learning, and with dedications in 

transportation, mobility and smart city. I believe that my broad interests, combined with active 

interactions with various industry partners and government agencies, will help to identify and 

elucidate vital problems of both theoretical and practical significance. My lifetime goal is to 

shaping our urban life with smart, innovative, and advanced modern transportation and 

mobility service, which is also, I believe, the expectation by everyone in this modern era of big 

data. 


